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BEGINNING QF "AGE OF SEQUOYAH" « ' /

Beginning of sentence not clear—the "Age of Sequoyah," 1800 to 1839. You

would think that this was, in fact, the Age of Sequoyah until you started

doing research on Sequoyah. Mr. Gregor (?) and I have been working for

the last year and a half now on a book about Sequoyah and we're not so

sure, after all, if I8OO-I839 is the Age of Sequoyah.' He's a mysterious

person. It's very difficult to find anything about him. The last three

days, I've been reading some 150 manuscript pages of reports of the old.
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Dwight Mission and this is.what came in reference to Sequoyah out Of the V

entire Dwight Mission Journals—five small cards. So while Sequoyah him-

.self as a person does not dominate the period l8OO-l839> Sequoyah, I feel,

. is a symbol of the period 1800-1^39 Cherokee history. Why do I say .that

-Sequoyah is a-symbol, when we 'ca>n ̂ ay the Age of Sequoyah?! Well, for.

number of reasons.

PROGRESS QF CHEROKEE ~PEOPjjE-EDUC,ATjON X N D THRIFTINESS .-

First, Sequoyah unquestionably was k chiXd of the natiye Cherokee, whe^her\
' • ' \ ' . \ - \ • \ - \

he was born in 17oO, 1770--whatever particular period yo\. cho<$se--3ust take
ix as his birthday. He was bor^ in a peViod before the influence of a,
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White ManVas so great that you could say t̂ hat Cherokee^s had\ changed from

their traditional ways. When he died in l8U^ or 18UU, the Che\d|kee Nation

had completely changed. The Cherokees of SequWah/s youth wei-e- kone. And.,

in its place, we have seen the rise of a new ana very sophisticat^axCherokee
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\people. So tonight, I would like to look at the ye^rs between, l80O an)i I839

and see, what changes took place in the Cherokee Nation during, v

would call "The-Age of Sequoyah." \ . \ -

There are several symbols of Cherokee Civilization wMch I think ind\cateNi

changes that were taking place in the Cherokee Ration• The" Alphabet
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